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Abstract 
The results of experimental investigations into the local hydrodynamics and inter-cell mass transfer of the coolant flow in representative zones 
of the KLT-40C reactor FAs behind the plate-type spacer grid are presented. The investigations were conducted on an aerodynamic rig using 
the admixture diffusion method (the tracer-gas method). A study into the spatial dispersion of the absolute flow velocity projections and into the 
distribution of the tracer concentration allowed specify the coolant flow pattern behind the FA plate-type spacer grid of the KLT-40C reactor. The 
results of measuring the flow friction coefficient in the plate-type spacer grid, depending on the Reynolds number, are presented. Based on the 
obtained experimental data, recommendations have been provided for updating the procedures to calculate the coolant flow rates for the KLT-40C 
reactor core by-channel codes. The results of investigating the coolant flow local hydrodynamics and mass transfer in the KLT-40C reactor FAs 
have been adopted for practical use by Afrikantov OKBM for estimating the heat-engineering reliability of the KLT-40C reactor cores and have 
been data based for verification of CFD codes and detailed by-channel calculation of the KLT-40C reactor core. 
Copyright © 2015, National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute). Production and hosting by Elsevier 
B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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h  Introduction 
The construction of Akademik Lomonosov , the world’s first
floating power unit, is at its final stage in Russia. The power
source for the unit is the KLT-40C reactor plant. The principal
designer, the manufacturer and the only supplier of components
for the KLT-40C plant is Afrikantov OKBM. 
One of the key components of the KLT-40C reactor is an
assembly-type core. The KLT-40C reactor core development
technology is based on the experience of designing, manufactur-
ing and operating nuclear icebreaker reactor cores. The KLT-40C
core consists of jacketed fuel assemblies (FA) with plate-type
spacer grids (SG)) [1] . The design features of the KLT-40C re-∗ Corresponding author. 
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This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommctor core, as compared to conventional nuclear icebreaker core
esigns, have dictated the need for its heat-engineering reliabil-
ty to be justified. 
To a great extent, thermal-hydraulic calculation forms the
asis for justifying the nuclear reactor core reliability [2] . The
rime task in the calculation is to analyze the core’s thermal
nd hydraulic performance throughout the lifetime across the
pectrum of operating modes to justify the thermal-hydraulic
eliability of the core and to ensure normal conditions for the
peration of the core’s components. 
Codes for detailed cell-wise calculation of the water-cooled
ater-moderated nuclear reactor cores are used for thermal-
ydraulic calculations [3] . However, most of such codes are
ased on mathematical models including empirical coefficients
hat take into account the effects of different FA structural parts
n the coolant’s hydrodynamics and heat and flow mass ex-
hange, so activities need to be undertaken to additionally vali-
ate them. 
Therefore, the design features of the KLT-40C reactor
As require an experimental research into the formationw Engineering Physics Institute). Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. 
ons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. Experimental model of the KLT-40C reactor FA (a) and the SG belt (b). 
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sependencies of local hydrodynamic and mass-exchange 
haracteristics of the coolant flow in the fuel element bundles
ehind the SG, which is a critical task. Its solution enables the
eat-engineering reliability of the KLT-40C reactor cores to be
ustified. 
est bench 
An aerodynamic rig with an open circuit through which an air
ow is pumped was built at the Nizhny Novgorod State Technical 
niversity n.a. R.E. Alekseev to investigate the coolant flow
ydrodynamics and mass exchange in the KLT-40C reactor FAs
4] . The rig comprises a high-pressure fan, a receiving tank, an
xperimental model (EM) ( Fig. 1 a), a flow meter, a tracer gas
upply and extraction system, and a measuring system. 
The EM of the KLT-40C reactor FAs has been built based
n the principle of a full geometrical similarity and consists of a
exagonal jacket, fuel element simulators, burnable absorber rod 
imulators and the SG belts in the form of a structure comprising
 hexagonal shell and a set of parallel plates arranged in three
iers ( Fig. 1 b). 
easuring system 
The measuring system comprises a gas analyzer, a gas flow
eter, a computer with respective software, a Pitot static tube,
 five-channel Pitot probe, and an assembly of analog pressure
ransducers. 
The gas analyzer was used to measure the concentration of
 n H m hydrocarbons in the gas-air mixture. The C n H m measure-
ent principle is based on measuring the infrared radiation ab-
orption value. The range of measured concentrations is 0 to
0000 ppm, and the measurement errors, with an allowance for
ndividual calibration, are equal to ±15 ppm (0 to 1000 ppm)
nd ±1.5% (1000 to 10000 ppm) [5] . 
The preset flow rate of the tracer gas was maintained by a mass
ow meter with a gas flow measuring and adjustment capability.
he error was no more than 0.5%. 
The coolant flow velocity vector was measured using the five- 
hannel Pitot probe. The threshold deviations of the absoluteelocity projections on the axis X, Y, Z did not exceed 7% of
he absolute velocity. Prior to the experiment, the probe was
alibrated in an air flow with the known and cross-sectionally
onstant direction and velocity value [6] . 
The tracer samples for the gas analyzer were taken using a
ampling probe in the form of a Pitot static tube that could be
lso used to determine the flow velocity axial value [7] . 
The five-channel Pitot probe’s readings were taken by the
ssembly of analog pressure transducers. The permissible max-
mum main error for these instruments was ±0.25%. 
LT-40C FA Coolant flow hydrodynamics and mass 
xchange investigation procedures 
The inter-cell mass exchange in the KLT-40C FAs is studied
sing the impurity diffusion method [8] based on recording of
he transverse mass flow using a certain transported substance.
ropane was selected as the impurity because of having the prop-
rties most similar to those of air and not leading to a distorted
oolant flow pattern. 
The coolant local mass exchange investigation procedure was 
s follows: the tracer gas was fed through an intake probe into
 representative EM cell up to the SG belt in the direction of
he coolant flow; the tracer gas concentration was measured by
he gas analyzer using the sampling probe at center-points of all
ells behind the investigated SG belt in representative sections
engthwise of the EM, and then, based on the data obtained,
aps and diagrams were plotted for the dependencies of the
racer concentration distributions on the relative coordinate for
he EM representative cross-section areas. The flow pattern was
dentified based on the plotted maps and diagrams. 
Experimental studies into the local hydrodynamic perfor-
ance of the coolant flow in the EM tube bundle consisted in
easuring the velocity vector modulus, the flow angles and the
tatic pressure. The five-channel Pitot probe was used for the
easurements. The velocity vector was measured in representa-
ive areas of the EM periphery and displacer region ( Fig. 2 ). In
ach of such areas, measurements were performed in 19 cross-
ections lengthwise of the EM. 
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Fig. 2. Representative areas of the velocity vector measurement: (a) displacer region; (b) periphery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. EM standard cell flow area contraction types: (a) delta; (b) star. 
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mJustification of the experimental research representative 
status 
Essential to experimental research is to confirm that the ex-
periment results are representative. Since the coolant current in
the KLT-40C FA model was simulated by air based on hydro-
dynamic simulation theory, it can be said that the relative veloc-
ity profile (w loc /w aver.flow ) does not practically vary in the self-
similarity region. Therefore, an EM-based study into the coolant
flow hydrodynamics and mass exchange in the self-similarity re-
gion will make it possible to extend the experiment results to the
full-scale conditions of the coolant current in standard FAs. A
series of tests was conducted to determine the coolant current
modes in the EM and to define the boundaries of the coolant self-
similar current areas. The studies were conducted in a Reynolds
number range of Re = 1.5 10 4 – 1 10 5 and consisted in plot-
ting the empirical dependence of the EM area friction factor on
the Re number. Giving the results obtained, the self-similar cur-
rent region in the EM starts in the Reynolds number range of
Re = (5 – 5.5) 10 4 . The obtained values of the Re numbers were
knowingly below the values achieved during the studies. 
The SG belt flow friction coefficient (FFC) was also exper-
imentally determined on the aerodynamic rig. This was done
because the flow friction coefficients of full-scale grids and the
EM grids are required to be equal to demonstrate that the ex-
perimental results were representative. Based on analyzing the
FFC investigation results, it has been shown that the selected
SG design and geometry in the self-similar current region pro-
vide for the required flow friction coefficient, and the obtained
value corresponds to the full-scale grid FFC and constitutes
ξSG = 0.29. 
Investigation of the coolant flow hydrodynamics in the 
KLT-40C reactor FA 
An analysis into the results of investigating the coolant flow
local hydrodynamics in the KLT-40C FA reactor model has
shown the following. 1. The coolant flow in the KLT-40C reactor FA is predomi-
nantly axial, and the values of the relative transverse veloci-
ties (w х /w aver.flow ), (w у /w aver.flow ) do not exceed 5%. 
2. Thanks to the specific SG design, the flow area in standard
cells has two types of plate contraction: of a “delta” type and
of a “star” type ( Fig. 3 ). 
In the standard FA cells with the delta-type flow area con-
traction by the SG plates, the velocity vector axial component
values are 10 to 15% as great as in the cells with the star-type
contraction ( Fig. 4 ). The explanation is that the SG plates,
forming the star-type flow area contraction in standard cells,
create an additional flow friction as compared to the delta-
type plate arrangement in standard cells. 
3. An analysis into the distribution of flow rates in standard FA
cells for the two options of the flow area contraction by the
SG plates has shown that the coolant flow rate through the
cells with the delta-type contraction is 10% as great as in the
cells with the star-type contraction ( Fig. 5 ). 
nvestigation of the coolant flow mass inter-cell exchange in
he KLT-40C FA 
An analysis into the results of the KLT-40C FA model coolant
ass inter-cell exchange has led to the following conclusions. 
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the velocity vector axial component in standard cells for the two flow area contraction options. 
Fig. 5. Ratio of the coolant flow rate distribution in standard cells for the two options of the flow area contraction by the SG plates. 
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i  1. The KLT-40C reactor FA SG perturbs the coolant flow
leading to a growth in the mass exchange intensity charac-
terized by the flow turbulence level. On the other hand, the
presence of turbulent friction causes the flow momentum
energy to dissipate smoothing so the SG-induced pertur-
bations. Fig. 6 shows the nature of the perturbation decay
lengthwise of the EM behind the SG belt. 
2. The plate-type SG does not lead to the coolant being inten-
sively agitated because the propane tracer spreading across 
the EM behind the SG encompasses not more than 11 cells
around the tracer injection point. This is explained by a
smaller agitating capacity of the plate-type SG, as well as
by the fact that the KLT-40C reactor FA has an expanded
fuel element bundle. 
nalysis of the KLT-40 С FA model coolant flow velocity 
ector axial component using the KANAL code 
The KANAL code is designed for by-channel thermal-
ydraulic calculation of fuel-rod FAs in steady-state operating
odes of the water-cooled water-moderated reactor cores. This
ode, adapted to the calculation of the air flow hydrodynamicerformance, was used to analyze the distribution of the coolant
ow velocity vector axial component in the KLT-40C reactor FA
odel. 
The code uses a model of isobaric sections dividing the FA
nto the specified number of equal areas. Cross-sectionally, the
A is broken down into elementary cells of different types de-
ending on the FA design. In each area axially, cells are treated
s a set of parallel channels, and the cell hydrodynamics is de-
cribed by a numerically solvable system of nonlinear algebraic
quations. 
The KANAL thermal-hydraulic code is used for cell-wise
alculations of the selected water-cooled water-moderated reac-
or core area comprising one to seven FAs, including the inter-
ssembly space, or of the selected region consisting of one FA.
ross-sectionally, the computational domain contained all 168
LT-40C reactor FA model cells, including fuel elements, the
urnable absorber rods and the central displacer. 
The computational domain cells were divided into 14 basic
ypes. The cell division was based on the drag value depending
n the configurations of the SG plates in cells. 
Longitudinally, the KLT-40C reactor FA was broken down
nto 32 calculation areas. The size of each calculation area
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the tracer concentration lengthwise of the EM behind the SG. 
Fig. 7. Calculated and experimental distributions of the velocity vector axial component: (a) in a cell with the star-type flow area contraction by the SG plates; (b) 
in a cell with the delta-type flow area contraction by the SG plates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 corresponds to the SG width and is equal to 93 mm. The SG
was given by the total cell FFC in the calculation area corre-
sponding to its position in the EM. 
The smallest possible discrepancy in the calculated and ex-
perimental data was being found using the criterion S  charac-
terizing the mean-root-square deviation between the calculated
and experimental values of the velocity vector axial component
in accordance with the formula where n , k is the number of the
data table lines and columns; and w ij e , w ij c are the experimental
and calculated values of the velocity vector axial component,
m/s. 
The best coincidence of the calculated and experimental data
is observed at the coefficient S  equal to 0.078. 
The following conclusions can be made based on an analysis
into the coincidence of the experimental and calculated distri-
butions of the velocity vector axial component behind the SG
lengthwise of the KLT-40C FA model. 
1. The SG flow friction coefficient obtained based on the
calculated data is equal to 0.26. The error relative to theexperimental SG flow friction coefficient value of 0.29
was 10%. 
2. The calculated and experimental distributions of the ve-
locity vector axial component lengthwise of the SG model
in cells with the star-type contraction differ by nature
( Fig. 7 a). Cells with the delta-type cross-section contrac-
tion have calculated and experimental distributions of the
velocity vector axial component lengthwise of the model
coinciding in nature ( Fig. 7 b). This proves that cells with
the delta- and star-type cross-section contraction have dif-
ferent flow frictions, but this is not taken into account in
the KANAL code. 
3. A difference of 10 to 15% is preserved in the
value of the velocity vector axial component be-
tween the delta- and star-type cross-section contraction
options. 
4. The distributions of the velocity vector axial component
calculated and experimental values in the outlet cross-
section of the KLT-40C reactor FA model are similar by
nature for all cells ( Fig. 8 ). 
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Fig. 8. Calculated and experimental distributions of the velocity vector axial component in the outlet cross-section of the experimental model. 
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 onclusion 
The following conclusions have been made based on an inte-
rated analysis of experimental and calculated data for the inves- 
igation of the coolant flow hydrodynamics and mass exchange
n the KLT-40C reactor FAs. 
1. The coolant flow is axial in all KLT-40C FA areas under
investigation. 
2. It has been found out that the values of the velocity vector
axial component in the standard FA cells with the delta-
type flow area contraction by the SG plates is 10 to 15% as
great as in the cells with the star-type flow area contraction
by the SG plate. 
3. It has been determined that the coolant flow rate through
the cells with the delta-type flow area contraction by the
SG plates is 10% as great as through the cells with the
star-type flow area contraction by the SG plates. 
4. The KLT-40C FA spacer grid perturbs the coolant flow
leading to an increased intensity of mass exchange. On
the other hand, the presence of turbulent friction causes
the flow momentum energy to dissipate smoothing so the
grid-induced perturbations. 
5. The use of a plate-type SG does not lead to the coolant flow
being intensively agitated. The explanation is a smaller
agitating capacity of the plate-type SG, as well as that the
KLT-40C reactor FA has an expanded fuel element bundle. 
On the other hand, the flow friction in such plate-type grid
is “not high”. 6. A better accuracy of calculating the velocity vector ax-
ial component distribution by cells behind the KLT-40C
reactor FA spacer grid requires a series of experimental
research to determine the flow friction coefficients in cells
for all cross-section contraction options used as the initial
data in closing systems of equations in the KANAL code.
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